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This paper argues that cross-linguistically two representations are attested for empty syllabic 

categories: either the empty category (onset, nucleus or coda) contains only a timing slot, or 

else it contains a timing slot plus unspecified root node. Evidence for a distinction based on 

presence versus absence of a bare root node comes from processes whereby content is supplied 

to the empty category from a neighbouring segment. It is not crucial whether such processes 

are captured via local spreading (the analysis I opt for) or via co-indexation. What is vital is 

that two patterns are instantiated: in some cases, the source for spreading (or co-indexation) 

always shares the entirety of its content with the empty target; in others, the source shares select 

subsegmental units. Remarkably, these two patterns hold regardless of whether the empty 

category is an onset, a nucleus or a coda. Such recurrent patterns of total versus partial sharing 

constitute compelling evidence for the representational distinction proposed. 

I adopt a view of subsegmental organization involving privative elements grouped under a root 

node (as in Harris & Lindsay 1995), with important consequences for how the two patterns of 

local spreading are captured. On the one hand, when the source always shares the entirety of 

its content with the target constituent, spreading involves double association of the source root 

node to two timing slots (1a,b). In this case, the target need contain only a receptive timing slot. 

(1)  a.   x   x     b.   x   x 

   ●             ●    

   E1           E1  E2 

(2)  a.   x   x     b.   x   x 

   ●   ●         ●   ● 

   E1           E1  E2 

On the other hand, individual elements from a source root node may be shared with an adjacent 

empty constituent (2a,b). In this case, the target necessarily contains its own root node since 

the doubly linked element would otherwise lack a docking site. When the source is simplex 

(2a), source and target have identical melodic content, an outcome indistinguishable from (1a). 

When the source is complex (2b), however, source and target show partial identity, an outcome 

requiring that the target contain its own root node. 

To demonstrate, empty onsets are at times realized with a glide, the identity of which is 

determined by an adjacent vowel. Languages diverge, however, in whether glides are formed 

only from a high vowel [i, u] or also from a mid vowel such as [e, o]. According to element 

theory, [i, u] contain the elements I and U, as do the glides [j, w]. The mid vowels [e, o], on the 

other hand, are complex vowels composed of the elements IA and UA respectively. When glide 

formation is permitted only after high vowels [i, u], the root node dominating I or U under the 

nucleus is doubly linked to the empty onset (as in 1a). When glide formation occurs after mid 

vowels [e, o], on the other hand, it is the element I or U itself that is doubly linked (as in 2b), 

and necessarily the target empty onset contains a receptive root node. 

The former pattern is exemplified by French, as shown in (3a) (see also Faroese, Polish, Malay, 

and Takestani). In fact, French is particular in instantiating the formation of the glide [ɥ] after 

the complex high vowel [y]. The vowel [y] is composed of the elements IU, as is the glide [ɥ], 

so [gly.ɥã] constitutes an instance of the representation in (1b). The latter pattern of a doubly 

linked element occurs in Dakota, as shown in (3b) (see also Japanese, Madija, Fula, and Shona). 



(3) a. In French   b. In Dakota  

   After high vowels   After high vowels 

  prier [pri.je] ‘to pray’  ni-ate [nijate] ‘your father’ 

  clouer [klu.we] ‘to nail’  hu-o-kaxmi [huwokaxmi] ‘knee joint’ 

  gluant [gly.ɥã] ‘sticky’    

  *After mid vowels   After mid vowels 

  créer [kre._e] ‘to create’  we-o-tha [wejotha] ‘blood clot’ 

  boa [bo._a] ‘boa’  ho-a-sap [howasapa] ‘catfish’ 

Similarly, two patterns emerge in spreading processes associated with empty nuclei, which can 

be targets either of so-called copy epenthesis or of vowel harmony. In Selayarese, words ending 

in [r, l, s] are realized with a final vowel identical to the preceding vowel: sahal[a], sussul[u], 

lamber[e], potol[o]. The fact that the source nucleus always shares the entirety of its content 

with the target points to a process of double association of the source root node. Copy 

epenthesis thus applies to an empty nucleus that lacks its own root node (1a,b). In Turkish, 

vowel harmony targets both empty nuclei and nuclei specified only for the A element (Charette 

& Göksel 1996). When empty nuclei are targeted, the elements I and U spread selectively from 

the source. For example, the possessive suffix -(s)Ø can be realized as -(s)i, -(s)u or -(s)ü, 

depending on whether the preceding nucleus contains the elements I or U or both.  These 

realization patterns hold whether the source contains only these elements (tilki-si, boru-su, ütü-

sü) (as in 2a) or whether the element A is also present in the source (dere-si, son-u, köy-ü) (as 

in 2b). Importantly, the latter forms require the presence of a bare root node in the target. 

Finally, the process of raddoppiamento syntattico in Italian likewise involves total sharing of 

the content of an onset with an empty coda. Since this gemination process is best captured via 

double linking of the root node under the source onset, the target empty coda can be assumed 

to contain only a timing slot. Cases where empty codas are the target of partial sharing are 

comparatively rare. One example comes from Huariapano, where an epenthetic coda [h] 

appears before voiceless obstruent onsets: [poh.ʂoj], [pah.tsaj.nih.kãj]. Drawing on insights 

from Davis and Cho (2003), I argue that both [h] and aspiration are determined by the element 

H. Assuming voiceless obstruents to be aspirated in Huariapano, coda [h] is thus generated via 

regressive spreading of H, which associates to an empty coda endowed with a bare root node.  

In sum, evidence from processes of spreading point inexorably to empty categories being 

represented cross-linguistically with two degrees of degeneration: i) with only a timing slot or 

ii) with a timing slot and unspecified root node. 
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